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Wagner
DIE MEISTERSINGER
Complete

Schorr - Kullman - Jessner - Branzell - List - Laufkoetter - Janssen
Erich Leinsdorf, conductor
Chorus and Orchestra of the Metropolitan Opera 1939

Friedrich Schorr’s famed performance as Hans Sachs and Charles Kull-
man’s justly famed Walther (which he first sang under Toscanini’s di-
rection at Salzburg in 1936) is recorded in splendid sound, perhaps the

best of all Met preservations in the 1930s and 1940s. Irene Jessner emerges as a surprisingly memorable
Eva, with singing occasionally reminiscent of Tiana Lemnitz and, in Act III, Rethberg. List, Karin
Branzell, Herbert Janssen and Karl Laufkoetter complete the cast. The young Leinsdorf directs an an-
imated, propulsive and ultimately triumphant performance in which the Met chorus covers itself
with glory. The overall effect is immensely inspiring, so much so that the broadcast (with complete
commentary and curtain calls) seems representative of the entire era. A 52-page booklet, lavish with
photos, offers texts about the work, the performances, and the composer, biographies and extensive
recording notes. (IPCD 1101-3)

Mahler
SYMPHONYNO. 8 IN E FLAT MAJOR
(Symphony of a Thousand)
Mimi Coertse - Hilde Zadek - Ina Maliniuk
Lucrezia West - Giuseppe Zampiere - Herman Prey - Otto Edelmann
Vienna State Opera Chorus - Singverein Gesellshaft der Musikfreuke
Vienna Boys Choir - Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Dimitri Mitropoulos
Salzburg Festival 1960

One of the great performances of Mahler’s monumental work in an edition that soars in sonic splendor
over all the previous editions we have auditioned. This offering retains the four-language commentary
from the Salzburg Festival recreating the historic occasion when Mahler’s greatest work was broadcast
throughout Europe, Scandinavia, Africa, the US, Canada and South America. The bonus offers the an-
dante movement fromMahler’s Sixth Symphony and the final movement of Mahler’s Ninth Symphony
also conducted by Mitropoulos. The booklet offers texts about the performance, the composer and the
work together with extensive recording notes. This really is the ultimate edition. (IPCD 1105-2)
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RUSSIAN LEGACY
Premiere
VINOGRADOV
Arias, Duets and Songs
Volume II - New Discoveries
We first issued a 4-disc album devoted to the singing of Georgi Vino-
gradov (Guild Historical 2250-3) which drew critical raves andwhich won
Best Vocal Album 2004 from a jury of eleven famed music critics convened

by Classical Record Collector magazine. Since thenmany inquiries have been received as to whether any
other recordings existed of this extraordinary tenor. Our answer to this is this second volume which of-
fers all the discs we had, which were omitted from the first album, or those since located. Here is a lyric
tenor voice that possesses those singular attributes that make his singing unforgettable and worthy of
standing in the ranks of the truly great, such as Schipa, Gigli and a very few others. (IPCD 1108-1)

Gounod
ROMÉO ET JULIETTE
Bjoerling - Sayão - Brownlee - Benzell - Moscona -Others
Emil Cooper, conductor
Chorus and Orchestra of the Metropolitan Opera 1939
Also: Act II complete Gigli, Favero, La scala, 1934

This justly celebrated performance, which presents Bjoerling and Sayão at
the height of their vocal and dramatic capacities, has been well circulated
through numerous releases including the Met’s own edition, offered for

$125, but none of them come near the sonics of our edition. The album includes the broadcast commen-
tary and offers a booklet lavish with photos and texts devoted to the singers, performance, composer
andwork as well as biographies and recording notes. As a bonus a premiere release of the complete per-
formance of Act II of Romeo which was broadcast from La Scala in 1934 with Gigli andMafalda Favero
in sound superior to what has been previous made available (in excerpted form) by EMI and others.
Hearing Bjoerling and Gigli in the samemusic presents a fascinating contrast in great singing and style.
(IPCD 1103-2)

TOSCANINI
PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAOF NEW YORK
23 February 1936
Beethoven - Mozart (with Serkin) - Bach
1 March 1936
Von Weber - Verdi - Saint Saëns - Debussy - Wagner
with Dusolina Giannini

The legacy of private recordings made of the New York Philharmonic
broadcasts of the 1935 and 1936 seasons when they were directed by Toscanini have had little circulation
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and those which have been reproduced have been in appallingly bad sound (with gaps every 15minutes
while the private recordist changed discs). The reasons for this dismal state of affair is set forth in this
album but there is a bright side: our discovery of the first generation copy of the original lacquers. These
provide superior sonics and, while the lacquers are sporadically noisy, a rich experience of the two con-
certs is now possible. There are no gaps and broadcast commentary is included for both performances.
The booklet offers extensive texts about the performances and includes detailed recording notes. This
is the first in a planned series of Toscanini NewYork Philharmonic restorations we will be releasing, al-
bums that we believe will justly be considered the ultimate editions. (IPCD 1102-2)

In association with Brüder Busch Archiv (Germany)
Mozart
COSÌ FAN TUTTE
Jurinac - Lewis - Bruscantini - Rothmuller - Howland - Quensel
Fritz Busch, conductor
Glyndebourne Festival chorus and Orchestra 1951
NEWLY RE-MASTERED
Our premiere release of this Così (on Guild Historical in 2003) was given

much critical acclaim, despite its inferior sonics, as the performance is among the most memorable on
disc. Nowwe return with the same performance in superior sound in a restoration wemade of the mas-
ter held by the Busch Brother Archive in Germany and released under their authority. To hear Jurinac,
Lewis and the others directed by Fritz Busch is one of the most delectable experiences one can have of
this Mozart masterpiece. The booklet offers new texts on the singers and performance, an article about
Mozart and Così and recording notes. This is one of the great performances— and shouldn’t be missed
on any account. (IPCD 1104-2)

Beethoven
FIDELIO
Bampton - Peerce - Steber - Janssen - Moscona - others
Chorus and Orchestra of the NBC Symphony 1944
Arturo Toscanini
Full spoken dialogue
Original broadcast with commentary
Bampton interview.

The Toscanini broadcast of Fidelio, though celebrated on many grounds, was also deplored because
broadcast scheduling required that the dialogue be omitted. Here at last is the ultimate edition with the
dialogue restored, together with the originalAbscheulicher (we replaced the bad note sung by Bampton)
which RCAVictor replaced with a later recording in its LP/CD release). Our release includes full broad-
cast commentary and ovations. The booklet offers texts about the singers and performance, extensive
recording notes and rare photos. The bonus is a dynamic performance of the Leonore No. 2 taken from
a 1944 concert that was not broadcast. The concluding bonus is an interview with Rose Bampton in
which she talks about the occasion Toscanini selected her to sing Leonore. (IPCD 1107-2)
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Wagner
PARSIFAL
Prelude and Transformation Scene to Act I end
Act III Good Friday Scene to the end of the Act
Ralf - Weber - Janssen - Easton/Reiner/Moralt
Covent Garden 1937
Also
Ralf - Bampton - List - Janssen / Act I
Kleiber, Teatro Colón (1946)

The album opens with a disc premiere of a 1946 Teatro Colón performance of Act I (complete) with
Torsten Ralf, Emanuel List, Herbert Janssen and Rose Bampton conducted by Erich Kleiber in somewhat
cramped sonics. Thereafter, in great sound, ensues a Parsifal from Covent Garden 1937. This includes the
Prelude, the Transformation Scene through to the end ofAct I; Act III: The Good Friday Scene to the end
of Act III. Gurnemanz is marvelously sung by Ludwig Weber, Torsten Ralf is Parsifal and Herbert
Janssen’s much-celebrated performance asAmfortas communicates the reasons why he was so revered
in this role. The bonus recordings offer rare 78s from Parsifal. The booklet offers extensive texts about
the work, the composer and the singers together with rare pictorials and extensive recording notes. We
believe this to be an edition that will be much cherished by connoisseurs of vocal art. (IPCD 1106-3)
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